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Abstract

We describe a novel method for scheduling high-speed network switches. The targeted architecture is an input-buffered switch with a non-blocking switch fabric. The input buffers are organized as virtual output queues to avoid head-of-line blocking. The task of the scheduler is to decide when the input ports can forward packets from the virtual output queues to the corresponding output ports. Our Least Choice First (LCF) scheduling method selects the input and output ports to be matched by prioritizing the input ports according to the number of virtual output queues that contain packets: The fewer virtual output queues with packets, the higher the scheduling priority of the input port. This way the number of switch connections and, with it, switch throughput is maximized. Fairness is provided through the addition of a round-robin algorithm.

We present two alternative implementations: A central implementation intended for narrow switches and a distributed implementation based on an iterative algorithm intended for wide switches.

The simulation results show that the LCF scheduler outperforms other scheduling methods such as the parallel iterative matcher [1], iSLIP [10], and the wave front arbiter [14].

1. Introduction

The switch scheduling problem described here is an application of bipartite matching on a graph with \(2n\) vertices: Each one of the \(n\) output ports has to be matched, that is, connected with at most one of the \(n\) input ports that has packets to be forwarded. There are algorithms known as maximum size matching that find the most number of matches and, applied to the switch scheduling problem, find a schedule that maximizes switch throughput\(^1\). Unfortunately, these algorithms are too slow for applications in high-speed networking and lead to starvation [7].

When designing a switch scheduler the following criteria have to be considered:

- **Throughput**: Switch bandwidth is a valuable resource that has to be utilized as efficiently as possible. Poor utilization of the switch leads to poor utilization of the attached links and the remainder of the network.
- **Fairness**: Starvation is to be avoided by guaranteeing a minimum level of fairness so that progress is being made. When examining scheduling algorithms, fairness is often cited without giving a clear definition. Here, we define fairness as the lower bound of output link bandwidth allocated to each input port.
- **Latency**: Packet switching networks running at Gbit-second line rates that switch packets at high rates require high-speed scheduling algorithms. Timing requirements can be relaxed with the help of pipelining techniques. By pipelining the scheduler and overlapping scheduling and packet forwarding, packet throughput is optimized. Note that these techniques do not reduce latency and that the scheduling latency adds to the overall switch forwarding latency.
- **Cost**: The cost of an implementation is measured as the amount of real estate used on chips and boards, and pin count of chips and board connectors. An important cost factor is the amount of signal wires needed to communicate scheduling information.
- **Modularization**: The topology of the communication paths needed between scheduler and switch ports impacts modularization of the switch implementation.
- **Scalability**: An implementation of a scheduling algorithm ideally scales to a large number of switch ports. A measure of scalability is the \(O\)-notation that characterizes the complexity of an algorithm in respect to execution time and implementation size.

It is important to note that some of the criteria listed above cannot be optimized at the same time. In particular, throughput has to be traded off against fairness, latency, and scalability. High throughput is only achieved at the cost of fairness as it can be easily shown that an algorithm that finds the maximum number of matches can lead to starvation. Further, high throughput usually implies high latency since it takes time to optimize a schedule. And finally, scalability can impact throughput as a distributed implementation rather than a central implementation is typically needed that requires decisions to be made based on partial rather than global knowledge.

\(^1\)Maximum size matching does not necessarily guarantee that throughput is optimized over time.
Considering the tradeoff between throughput and fairness, the LCF scheduler is a hybrid design that uses one algorithm to optimize throughput and another to provide fairness. Further, we address the tradeoff between throughput and scalability by providing two alternative designs: a central scheduler targeted at narrow switches and a distributed scheduler targeted at wide switches. As we will show, the former performs slightly better than the latter while the latter scales better than the former.

We have implemented the LCF scheduler as part of the Clint project [4]. The LCF scheduler is used to schedule a 16-port crossbar switch with an aggregate throughput of 32 Gbit/s. The switch is re-scheduled every 8.5 \mu s and the actual scheduling time is 1.3 \mu s. A central implementation of the LCF scheduler was chosen using field-programmable gate array (FPGA) technology.

### Related Work

Surveys of scheduling algorithms are found in [5][9]. Here we want to mention the Parallel Iterative Matcher (PIM) [1] since it has similarities with the distributed version of the LCF scheduler in that it also takes an iterative approach. The difference is the criteria that determines which request to choose. PIM uses randomness while the LCF scheduler uses priorities based on the number of requests and grants.

Algorithms similar to PIM have been proposed [6][10] that use rotating priorities rather than randomness to choose requests and grants, respectively. Thus, there are similarities with the round-robin part of the LCF scheduler. The advantage of using a round-robin algorithm is that there is an upper bound on the time it takes to grant a request.

The wave front arbiter is a distributed algorithm that maps to an implementation based on a regular array of cells matching the structure of a crosspoint switch [14]. Despite its simplicity the algorithm produces fairly good schedules. Since it is based on a round-robin algorithm, starvation is prevented.

### 2. Switch Scheduling Problem

This section describes the scheduling problem to be solved. More specifically, we describe a switch model to which the scheduling problem applies. Figure 1 shows the switch under consideration. In this example, a crossbar switch with \( n = 4 \) ports constitutes the switch fabric. Initiators \( I_i \) (\( 0 \leq i \leq n-1 \)) and targets \( T_j \) (\( 0 \leq j \leq n-1 \)) stand for the producers and consumers, respectively, of the packets forwarded by the fabric. Packets are buffered at the input side of the switch. Each input buffer contains one virtual output queue per output port [13] to avoid head-of-line blocking [8]. That is, packets are sorted based on the output port they are destined for when they arrive at the input port and before they are forwarded through the switch fabric. The virtual output queues may be served in any order, that is, no ordering rules are imposed when forwarding packets destined for different targets. The scheduler has knowledge of all queues that contain packets to be forwarded. More specifically, the scheduler receives a request vector from each initiator whereby a vector bit indicates whether a virtual output queue contains packets or not.

Throughout this paper we assume that there is an equal number \( n \) of input and output ports. As a consequence, there are \( n \) virtual output queues though implementations might choose \( n-1 \) queues if an initiator is assumed to not send packets to itself. Bandwidths of the input and output ports, as well as of the internal paths are identical. That is, output ports receive packets from the input ports at the same rate packets are forwarded to the output link.

We are going to use the following notation. A scheduler takes requests for resources from requesters and calculates a conflict-free schedule allocating resources to requesters. Here, the requesters are the input ports of the switch fabric and the resources are the output ports of the switch fabric. Due to the close coupling we also refer to the initiator connected to the input port as the requester and to the target connected to the output port as the resource.

The outlined switch organization with its input buffers is attractive for a couple of reasons. Alternative designs such as shared memory switches [12][3] or output-
buffered switches do not scale to higher speeds and larger port numbers as well as input-buffered switches. This is explained by the different bandwidth requirements of the buffer memory: For a shared memory switch the read and write bandwidth is $n \cdot b$ where $n$ is the number of ports and $b$ is the bandwidth per link; for an input buffer, the read and write bandwidths are $b$; and for an output buffer the read bandwidth is $b$ and the write bandwidth is $n \cdot b$.

We assume a non-blocking switch fabric such as the crossbar switch of Figure 1. Other non-blocking fabrics such as Clos networks are also possible [2].

Packets have a fixed size and connections between input and output ports are scheduled in discrete time steps or slots that are aligned in the sense that initiators start and stop packet transmission simultaneously. Fixed-size packets offer the advantage of simpler switch scheduling and buffer management. Also, they make the scheduling of traffic with real-time demands easier.

The scheduler’s task is to calculate a schedule for each slot that determines the connections between input and output ports. For this purpose, it has to examine $n$ requests as each one of the $n$ initiators can have up to $n$ requests. The schedule has to be conflict-free and is typically optimized such that maximal switch throughput is achieved while some minimum level of fairness is still maintained.

The LCF scheduler selects the requests to be granted by prioritizing the initiators based on the number of targets they request. The priorities are calculated as the inverse of the number of targets an initiator is requesting, that is, the fewer requests an initiator has, the higher its priority is. This rule can be explained as follows. An initiator with many requests has many choices and an initiator with few requests has few choices. To optimize the total number of granted requests, the high-priority initiators with few requests are scheduled before the low-priority initiators with many requests are scheduled. To avoid starvation, we added a round-robin scheme that is interleaved with the operation of the LCF scheduler.

The pseudo code for the LCF scheduler is shown in Figure 2.

To describe the scheduling scheme in detail, we consider a 4x4 switch. In the example shown in Figure 3 initiator $I_0$ requests targets $T_0$ and $T_3$, initiator $I_1$ requests targets $T_0$, $T_2$, and $T_3$, initiator $I_2$ requests targets $T_0$, $T_1$, and $T_3$, and initiator $I_3$ requests target $T_1$. Column $NRQ$ shows the number of requests for each requester. Targets are scheduled sequentially; in this example, the order is: $T_0$, $T_1$, $T_2$, and $T_3$. This scheduling sequence is rotated periodically so that none of the targets is favored. Each target

1 procedure schedule;
12 begin
13 var
14 var
15 begin
16 begin
17 if $R[i] \land R[j] \land R[k] \land R[l]$ then $NRQ[i] = NRQ[i]+1$; /* calculate number of requests for each requester */
18 for $res := 0$ to $MaxRes-1$ do /* allocate resources one after the other */
19 begin
20 min := $NRQ[i]$; /* minimum number of requests */
21 if $R[i] \land R[j] \land R[k] \land R[l]$ then $NRQ[i] = NRQ[i]+1$; /* number of resources requested by a requester */
22 S[i] := S[i] + 1; /* if it contains $-1$, no request was granted */
23 else /* find requester with smallest number of requests */
24 begin
25 for $res := 0$ to $MaxRes-1$ do /* allocate resources one after the other */
26 begin
27 if $R[i] \land R[j] \land R[k] \land R[l]$ then $NRQ[i] = NRQ[i]+1$; /* calculate number of requests for each requester */
28 min := $NRQ[i]$; /* minimum number of requests */
29 if $min = NRQ[i]$ then $NRQ[i] = NRQ[i]+1$; /* number of resources requested by a requester */
30 for $x := 0$ to $MaxRes-1$ do $R[x] := false$; /* allocate resources one after the other */
31 for $res := 0$ to $MaxRes-1$ do $NRQ[i] := NRQ[i]+1$; /* allocate resources one after the other */
32 if $R[i] \land R[j] \land R[k] \land R[l]$ then $NRQ[i] = NRQ[i]+1$; /* calculate number of requests for each requester */
33 if $I[i] \land I[j] \land I[k] \land I[l]$ then $NRQ[i] = NRQ[i]+1$; /* calculate number of requests for each requester */
34 for $res := 0$ to $MaxRes-1$ do /* allocate resources one after the other */
35 begin
36 for $res := 0$ to $MaxRes-1$ do /* allocate resources one after the other */
37 end;

3. The Central LCF Scheduler

The LCF scheduler selects the requests to be granted by prioritizing the initiators based on the number of targets they request. The priorities are calculated as the inverse of the number of targets an initiator is requesting, that is, the fewer requests an initiator has, the higher its priority is. This rule can be explained as follows. An initiator with many requests has many choices and an initiator with few requests has few choices. To optimize the total number of granted requests, the high-priority initiators with few requests are scheduled before the low-priority initiators with many requests are scheduled. To avoid starvation, we added a round-robin scheme that is interleaved with the operation of the LCF scheduler.

The pseudo code for the LCF scheduler is shown in Figure 2.

To describe the scheduling scheme in detail, we consider a 4x4 switch. In the example shown in Figure 3 initiator $I_0$ requests targets $T_0$ and $T_3$, initiator $I_1$ requests targets $T_0$, $T_2$, and $T_3$, initiator $I_2$ requests targets $T_0$, $T_1$, and $T_3$, and initiator $I_3$ requests target $T_1$. Column $NRQ$ shows the number of requests for each requester. Targets are scheduled sequentially; in this example, the order is: $T_0$, $T_1$, $T_2$, and $T_3$. This scheduling sequence is rotated periodically so that none of the targets is favored. Each target

1 var
2 I :: 0..MaxReq-1; /* current round-robin requester offset */
3 J :: 0..MaxRes-1; /* current round-robin resource offset */
4 req :: 0..MaxReq-1; /* requester */
5 res :: 0..MaxRes-1; /* resource */
6 gnt :: -1..MaxReq-1; /* granted request */
7 min :: 0..MaxRes+1; /* minimum number of requests */
8 R :: array [0..MaxReq-1, 0..MaxRes-1] of boolean; /* R[i,j]: requester i requesting resource j */
9 nrq :: array [0..MaxReq-1] of 0..MaxRes; /* number of resources requested by a requester */
10 S :: array [0..MaxRes-1] of 0..MaxRes; /* S[i] contains the granted request for requester i; */
11 procedure schedule;
12 begin
13 for req := 0 to MaxReq-1 do /* initialize schedule */
14 S[req] := -1;
15 begin
16 for res := 0 to MaxRes-1 do /* allocate resources one after the other */
17 if $R[req, res]$ then $nrq[req] := nrq[req]+1$; /* calculate number of requests for each requester */
18 begin
19 min := MaxRes+1; /* round-robin position wins */
20 if $R[i] \land R[j] \land R[k] \land R[l]$ then $NRQ[i] = NRQ[i]+1$; /* number of resources requested by a requester */
21 S[i] := S[i] + 1; /* if it contains $-1$, no request was granted */
22 begin
23 else /* find requester with smallest number of requests */
24 begin
25 for res := 0 to MaxRes-1 do /* allocate resources one after the other */
26 begin
27 if $R[i] \land R[j] \land R[k] \land R[l]$ then $NRQ[i] = NRQ[i]+1$; /* calculate number of requests for each requester */
28 min := $NRQ[i]$; /* minimum number of requests */
29 if $min = NRQ[i]$ then $NRQ[i] = NRQ[i]+1$; /* number of resources requested by a requester */
30 for $x := 0$ to $MaxRes-1$ do $R[x] := false$; /* allocate resources one after the other */
31 for $res := 0$ to MaxRes-1 do /* allocate resources one after the other */
32 begin
33 if $R[i] \land R[j] \land R[k] \land R[l]$ then $NRQ[i] = NRQ[i]+1$; /* calculate number of requests for each requester */
34 begin
35 for $res := 0$ to MaxRes-1 do /* allocate resources one after the other */
36 begin
37 end;

Figure 2: Pseudo code describing the central LCF scheduler.
is scheduled in two steps. First the round-robin position is examined. If there is a request in the round-robin position, it is granted before any other request is considered. If it is not set, the request of the initiator with the highest priority, that is, with the least number of requests is granted. If there are several initiators with the highest priority, a rotating priority chain starting at the round-robin position determines the request to be granted.

The number of requests \( NRQ \) and, with it, the priorities are recalculated when a new target is scheduled so that only requests for targets that have not been scheduled are considered. As shown, the round-robin positions form a diagonal which covers positions \([I_1, T_0], [I_2, T_1], [I_3, T_2], \) and \([I_0, T_3] \). The diagonal moves every scheduling cycle. Its starting position \([I_i, T_j]\) is calculated as follows: \( i := (i+1) \mod n; \) if \( i=0 \) then \( j := (j+1) \mod n \). This way, every position in the matrix is given the highest priority every \( n^2 \) scheduling cycles.

In the example of Figure 3, \( T_0 \) is scheduled first. The round-robin position favors \( I_1 \) and its request is, therefore, granted. Next, \( T_1 \) is scheduled. There are requests for this target by \( I_0 \) and \( I_2 \). Since \( I_2 \) has higher priority, its request is granted. When scheduling \( T_2 \) there is choice between the requests by \( I_0 \) and \( I_2 \). In this case, \( I_0 \) has higher priority and, so, its request is granted. Finally, \( T_3 \) is scheduled. There is no choice and the request by \( I_2 \) is granted.

There is a tradeoff to be made between throughput and fairness. Optimizing a scheduler for throughput affects fairness adversely and leads to starvation. This can be illustrated with the example of Figure 3. If we want to optimize bandwidth utilization, we can either grant \([I_1, T_0], [I_0, T_1], [I_2, T_2], [I_3, T_3], [I_1, T_2], [I_0, T_3] \) or \([I_2, T_0], [I_1, T_1], [I_3, T_2], [I_0, T_3] \). This is unfair as requests \([I_0, T_0], [I_1, T_1], [I_2, T_2], [I_3, T_3] \) are ignored. They are ignored since only three requests rather than four requests could be granted. The addition of the round-robin scheduler avoids starvation in that every request \([I_i, T_j]\) is periodically visited and granted. Variations of the round-robin scheduler are possible in that a single position, a row or column are covered every scheduling cycle. Unlike other algorithms such as the PIM, the scheduler described here guarantees a lower bound on the fraction of bandwidth of a target each virtual output queue receives. For the algorithm shown in Figure 2, this fraction is \( b/n^2 \) with \( b \) being the bandwidth available per port. The algorithm can be easily changed to decrease or increase this fraction in the range \( 0..b/n \). The lower bound of this range is given by a pure LCF scheduler and the upper bound is given by a scheduler that uses a diagonal of round-robin positions all of which are scheduled before any other position is considered.

4. The Clint Implementation

We have implemented an LCF scheduler for the cluster interconnect Clint [4]. Figure 4 shows the organization of Clint. Clint is characterized by a segregated architecture that provides two physically separate transmission channels: a bulk channel optimized for high-bandwidth traffic and a quick channel optimized for low-latency traffic. Each channel uses its own switch and links. Different scheduling strategies are applied to the two channels. The bulk channel uses an LCF scheduler that allocates time slots on the transmission paths before packets are sent off. This way collisions are avoided that lead to blockages and, with it, performance loss. In contrast, the quick channel takes a best-effort approach and packets are sent whenever they are available. If they collide in the switch, one packet wins and is forwarded while the other packets are dropped. The current Clint prototype implements a star topology using a single switch that supports up to 16 host computers.

In this section we describe the implementation of the LCF scheduler used for the bulk channel. We begin with a description of the communication protocol. Next, we describe the hardware implementation of the scheduler. Fi-
nally, we describe an extension of the scheduler that uses a precalculated schedule intended for forwarding real-time traffic as well as multicast traffic.

4.1. Communication Protocol

Data transmission follows a request-acknowledgment protocol whereby the payload containing the data is always part of the request packet and an acknowledgment packet is returned for the receipt of every request packet. While only bulk requests use the bulk channel, all other packets including bulk acknowledgments, quick requests and quick acknowledgments use the quick channel. In addition, the quick channel is used for the exchange of information between the hosts and the bulk scheduler. Two packet formats are introduced to deliver this information:

- The configuration packets are sent from the hosts to the switch and contain the following fields: \{type=cfg | req[15..0] | pre[15..0] | ben[15..0] | qen[15..0] | CRC[15..0]\}. req specifies the requested targets; pre is the precalculated schedule explained in Section 4.3; ben and qen specify the bulk initiators and quick initiators, respectively, from which packets are to be forwarded by the switch – hosts use these fields to disable malfunctioning hosts; CRC is the checksum used to detect transmission errors.

- The grant packets are sent from the switch to the hosts and contain the following fields: \{type=gnt | nodedId[3..0] | gnt[3..0] | gntVal | linkErr | CRCErr | CRC [15..0]\}. nodedId is used at initialization time to assign a unique id to the receiving host; gnt contains the encoded target number of the granted request; gntVal says whether gnt is valid; linkErr is set if a link error was detected since the last grant packet was sent; CRCErr is set if the last configuration packet had a CRC error or was missing.

The bulk channel corresponds to a pipeline consisting of three stages: During the scheduling stage, configuration and grant packets are exchanged between the hosts and the switch to schedule the bulk switch; during the transfer stage bulk request packets are transferred between initiators and targets; during the acknowledgment stage acknowledgment packets are returned from the targets to the initiators. Figure 5 shows an example with two pairs of initiators bini and qini that generate packets for the bulk and quick channel, respectively. The stages of the bulk pipeline can be easily identified. Looking at the transfer of bulk request packet breq^0,1 slot c corresponds to the scheduling stage, slot c+1 to the transfer stage, and slot c+2 to the acknowledgment stage. The sequence of packets is as follows. In slot c, configuration packets cfg^0,0 and cfg^1,1 are sent from bini_0 and bini_1, respectively, to the switch. The scheduler calculates the schedule and returns the results in grant packets gnt^0,0 and gnt^1,1: bini_0 is granted the request for btgt_1 and bini_1 is granted the request for btgt_0. In slot c+1, the corresponding request packets breq^0,1 and breq^1,0 are transferred. Finally, in slot c+2, the acknowledgment packets are transferred, that is, btgt_0 sends back^0,0,1 to bini_1 and btgt_1 sends back^1,0,1 to bini_0.

4.2. Hardware Description

Figure 6 describes the hardware implementation of the central LCF scheduler. Shown is the logic associated with requester 0. Requesters may be spatially separated and use an n-bit open collector bus to compare their priorities. Request register R[0..0..n-1] is a n-bit vector with the requests; it corresponds to the first row of the request matrix shown in Figure 3. Before a resource is scheduled, requesters sum up their requests and store the results in register NRQ. They also set their NGT flags to indicate that they have not yet received a grant. NRQ is implemented as an n-bit shift register containing the number of requests in inverse unary encoding. For example, to represent three requests, NRQ is set to 1…1000. Using this representation, decrementing the number of requests by one can be efficiently done by a shift operation. Resource register RES points to the next resource to be scheduled.
Scheduling of a resource is done in two steps: First, requesters with requests place the content of NRQ onto the bus whereby NGT ensures that only requesters participate that have not yet been granted a resource. Higher NRQ values indicating lower priorities are overwritten with lower NRQ values. If, for example, one requester has three requests and another has one request, vectors 0...0111 and 0...0001, respectively, are written to the bus. Sampling the bus, 0...0001 will be seen. By comparing NRQ with the value seen on the bus, requesters determine whether they had the highest priority and, if so, set their CP flag. To arbitrate among multiple requesters with the same number of requests, requesters output the priority stored in PRIO to the bus in the next scheduling step. Shift registers PRIO contain a unique priority for each requester in inverse unary encoding. Together with the open collector bus, they form a programmable priority encoder as suggested in [10]. If the requester has the highest priority, its GNT register is set to the value in RES which corresponds to the resource that is currently being scheduled. Priorities are rotated every scheduling cycle. Round robin positions are implemented simply by having the requester with the highest priority participate in the second step independent of its number of requests.

Prior to scheduling a resource, registers PRIO are shifted to rotate the priorities of the requesters, registers NRQ are updated to reflect the outstanding numbers of requests and resource pointers RES are incremented to point to the next resource.

By shifting PRIO one more time after completing a schedule and incrementing RES an additional time after n scheduling cycles, scheduling starts with different round-robin positions and considers different resources first. Thus, fairness and bandwidth guarantees can be provided. For n resources, 2n+1 cycles are needed to execute the LCF algorithm.

4.3. The Precalculated Schedule

Clint implements a precalculated schedule which allows initiators to pre-schedule requests prior to the regular scheduling operation. The precalculated schedule is intended to be used for scheduling real-time traffic or multicast packets. The precalculated schedule is communicated to the LCF scheduler as part of the configuration packet.

An example is shown in Figure 7. In this example a multicast connection has been precalculated between I1 and T1 and T2.

It is up to the initiators how they calculate the precalculated schedule. While it is assumed that the precalculated schedule is conflict-free, the LCF scheduler checks the integrity of the schedule. Scheduling happens in two stages. In the first stage, the integrity of the precalculated schedule is checked. The integrity is violated if there are multiple requests for a target. In such a case, one request is accepted and the remaining ones are dropped. In the second stage, the LCF scheduler does its regular work. The precalculated schedule does not add any overhead in the sense that the existing logic of the LCF scheduler is used during the first stage.

Note that the precalculated schedule can cause conflicts with the round-robin positions and, thus, impact fairness.

5. The Distributed LCF Scheduler

As shown in Figure 8 we can distinguish between central and distributed scheduler implementations. A central scheduler collects the requests in a central location, where it calculates a schedule, typically by making use of the global knowledge it has about requests and grants. In contrast, a distributed scheme splits the necessary scheduling logic into several distributed schedulers such that each resource is scheduled by its local scheduler that operates without global knowledge of the requests and grants. Comparing the performance of the two alternatives, scalability comes at a price: The central scheduler can calculate a more efficient schedule thanks to global knowledge while the distributed scheduler scales to larger number of switch ports.

So far we have considered a central implementation...
of the LCF scheduler. A distributed version is also possible based on an iterative approach similar to the one of the PIM [1]. The LCF scheduler uses iterations consisting of three steps:

- **Request**: Each unconnected or unmatched initiator sends a request to every target for which it has a packet. The request is accompanied by the number of requests the initiator is sending.

- **Grant**: If an unmatched target receives any requests, it grants the one accompanied by the lowest number of requests. If more than one request has the lowest number of requests, a round-robin algorithm is used to select the request to be granted. The grant is accompanied by the number of requests the target is receiving.

- **Accept**: If an unmatched initiator receives any grants, it accepts the one accompanied by the lowest number of requests received by the target. If more than one grant has the highest priority, a round-robin algorithm is used to select the grant to be accepted.

During an iteration, only unmatched initiators and targets are considered. As will be shown in Section 6.2, a small number of iterations is normally sufficient to find a near-optimal schedule.

![Figure 9: Two iterations of the distributed scheduler.](image)

6. Evaluation

In this section, we first quantify the implementation cost of the LCF scheduler in terms of gate count and execution time. Next, we compare implementations of the central and distributed versions of the LCF scheduler. And finally, we present queuing delays simulated for the LCF scheduler and other well-known schedulers.

6.1. Implementation Cost

We have implemented a central LCF scheduler for a 16-port switch in a Xilinx XCV600 FPGA [15]. As we had shown in Figure 6, the implementation is partitioned such that the scheduler logic can be located next to the input ports. Table 1 gives the gate and register counts for this implementation – a gate refers to a two-input gate. Separate counts are shown for the distributed and central parts of the logic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Decomposition</th>
<th>Clock Cycles</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Check prec. schedule</td>
<td>2n+1</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>500 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculate LCF schedule</td>
<td>3n+2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>758 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5n+3</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>1258 ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Scheduling Tasks.

6.2. Central vs. Distributed LCF Scheduler

In this section we are trying to characterize and compare implementations of the central and distributed scheduler.

**Speed**

The time complexity for the central scheduler is \( O(n) \) since targets are scheduled sequentially assuming it takes one time step to schedule a target. Given the similarity with the PIM, the time complexity for the distributed
scheduler is $O(\log n)$ assuming it takes one time step for each iteration. Obviously, the distributed version is considerably faster than the central scheduler for large values of $n$.

**Communication Cost**

Figure 10 shows the exchanges of messages required for a central and a distributed implementation of the LCF scheduler. Other ways to encode the messages are, of course, possible.

The central scheduler receives and sends a total of $n(n+\log n+1)$ bits and the collection of scheduler slices making up the distributed scheduler exchange a total of $i n^2(2\log n+3)$ bits, where $i$ stands for the number of iterations. Comparing the two schemes the distributed scheduler has significantly higher communication demands since the priorities have to be explicitly sent, and, possibly, have to be sent to multiple resources. That is, the priorities of the requests given by the number of requests $nrq$ have to be sent to every requested resource. And similarly, the priorities of the resources given by the number of received requests $ngt$ have to be sent to every requester. Of course, if buses are used instead of point-to-point connections for transmitting $nrq$ and $ngt$, bandwidth is saved.

**Modularization**

The choice of the scheduler affects the modularization of the implementation. Typically, a switch implementation modularizes the design such that there is a backplane holding the switching fabric and line cards containing the logic associated with the input and output ports. Separating these two types of cards results in higher flexibility as line cards can be added as needed and different types of line cards interfacing different types of links can be plugged into the same backplane. The outlined physical structure calls for the central scheduler to be packaged together with the switching fabric and for the distributed scheduler to be packaged together with the line cards. The latter approach is particularly interesting when a scalable design using a bit-sliced switch fabric is considered.

### 6.3. Performance Simulation Results

We have simulated the LCF scheduler and other scheduling methods with the help of the simulation model shown in Figure 11. Packets are generated by packet generators $PG$. They are first buffered in the packet queues $PQ$ and next, if space permits, in the virtual output queues $VOQ$. $PQ$s and $VOQ$s are FIFO memories. Together, $PG$s and $PQ$s model the initiators injecting packets into the network.

The following scheduling methods have been simulated:

- **fifo**: This scheduler uses a single FIFO queue per input port (replacing multiple VOQs). The scheduler serves the FIFO queues in a round-robin fashion.
- **lcf_central**: This is the central LCF scheduler.
- **lcf_central_rr**: This is the central LCF scheduler extended with a round-robin algorithm. The round-robin algorithm uses a round-robin diagonal as described in Figure 2 and 3.
- **lcf_dist**: This is the distributed LCF scheduler.
- **lcf_dist_rr**: This is the distributed LCF scheduler extended with a round-robin algorithm. The round-robin algorithm uses a single round-robin position for each scheduling cycle.
- **pim**: This is the parallel iterative matcher [1].
- **islip**: This is the iSLIP scheduler [10].
- **wfront**: This is the wrapped wave front scheduler [14].
- **outbuf**: This models an output-buffered switch.
Figure 12a shows the average queuing delay measured in packet time slots versus load. Load is the probability that a host generates a packet in a given time slot. The destinations of the packets are uniformly distributed. The following parameters were used: the switch has 16 ports; each VOQ has 256 entries and the PQ has 1000 entries; it takes the iterative schedulers \textit{pim}, \textit{lcf\_dist}, \textit{lcf\_dist\_rr} four iterations to calculate the schedule; the output buffers of \textit{outbuf} each contain 256 entries.

Studying the graphs the following observations can be made. The \textit{fifo} scheduler has the worst performance as it exhibits head-of-line blocking [8]. At the other end of the spectrum is \textit{outbuf} scheduling, which shows the best performance, since in contrast to the other schedulers, packets are only delayed due to contention for output link bandwidth, and not due to contention for both internal bandwidth as well as output link bandwidth. For low load, the latencies for the various schedulers differ very little. To better illustrate the differences in latency times, we have plotted the same data as latency relative to the latency simulated for output buffering. This is shown in Figure 12b. \textit{lcf\_central} comes closest to the performance of an output-buffered switch except for load above 0.9. It performs significantly better than any other scheduler examined. For high load, the latency for \textit{lcf\_central} is about 1.4 times the latency of \textit{outbuf}. The latencies for \textit{lcf\_central\_rr} are only slightly worse than the latencies for \textit{lcf\_central} up to a load of about 0.9. If the load is further increased, the latencies for \textit{lcf\_central\_rr} suddenly become significantly less than the ones obtained for \textit{lcf\_central}. We assume that the round robin algorithm of \textit{lcf\_central\_rr} is leveling the lengths of the VOQs thereby maintaining choice by avoiding the VOQs to drain. We observe a similar change in trend for the distributed versions: \textit{lcf\_dist\_rr} has lower latencies than \textit{lcf\_dist\_rr} up to a load of 0.9; as the load is further increased, the latencies simulated for \textit{lcf\_dist\_rr} are staying lower than the ones obtained for \textit{lcf\_dist}. Compared with \textit{pim}, \textit{lcf\_dist} has lower and \textit{lcf\_dist\_rr} higher latencies for a load up to 0.9; beyond this point, \textit{lcf\_dist} has higher and \textit{lcf\_dist\_rr} lower latencies. As expected, the distributed schedulers perform slightly worse than a central scheduler such as \textit{lcf\_central} since the distributed schedulers have to work with partial information. \textit{islip} and \textit{wfront} seem to be similar in performance probably since in both cases scheduling decisions are based on a round-robin algorithm.

7. Conclusions

An input-buffered switch requires a scheduler to determine the connections between input and output ports. While different scheduling methods have similar performance for low loads, we do see significant differences in performance for high loads. In this paper, we have introduced a central and a distributed version of the LCF scheduler. The central version performs significantly better in terms of queuing delay than other schedulers such as the PIM and iSLIP. The distributed version is similar in performance to the parallel iterative matcher, and superior
in performance to iSLIP.

While high utilization of the switch bandwidth is an important goal when designing a scheduler, other criteria such as fairness, speed, and cost have to be considered as well. Often, these criteria are not independent of each other; in some cases, they have to be traded off against each other. This is, in particular, true when considering throughput and fairness. We have shown that unlike other schedulers such as the PIM, the LCF scheduler makes it possible to give hard (in contrast to statistical) guarantees in the sense that there is a lower bound on the period each request represented by a requester/resource pair is granted.
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